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ABSTRACT
The infrared optical telescope array (IOTA), one of the most productive interferometers in term of science and
new technologies was decommissioned in summer 2006. We discuss the testing of a low–resolution spectrograph
coupled with the IOTA-3T integrated-optics beam combiner and some of the scientiﬁc results obtained from this
instrument.
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1. INTRODUCTION
IOTA was a long–baseline optical interferometer located at the Smithsonian Institution’s Whipple Observatory
on Mount Hopkins, AZ, comprising three 45–cm diameter telescopes which could be positioned at 17 stations
on an L–shaped track, where the arms were 15 m toward the south–east and 35 m toward the north–east.
IOTA operated with 2 telescopes from 1995, and 3 telescopes from February 2002 to the end of June 2006. The
interferometer was used as a testbed for new cutting–edge technologies,1,2 and produced astronomy results in
the two–telescope and the three–telescope conﬁgurations.3–8,8–15 The three beams arriving from the vacuum
delay–line tank hit three dichroic mirrors which separated the visible and infrared light. The visible beams
continued toward the star tracker servo system. In the implementation discussed here, the infrared beams were
reﬂected toward three ﬂat mirrors and then three oﬀ–axis parabolas which focused the three beams on three
single–mode (H–band) ﬁbers feeding the IONIC–3T integrated–optics beam–combiner.
Interference was achieved inside the integrated optics component, resulting in three output pairs π radians
out of phase in intensity. The interference fringes were recorded while two of the dichroics were piezo–driven to
scan a path of about +50 µm and -50 µm, respectively, in order to scan through the fringe packet in the three
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beams. The six combined beams were then focused on six separate pixels of the PICNIC array2 and recorded
as time series for science measurement. The same time series was used by the fringe–packet tracker.16 The
path diﬀerence calculated by the packet–tracker was fed back to the piezo–scanning dichroics for a fast tracking
response. The piezo scanners were oﬀ–loaded of their additional oﬀsets every second, when a fraction of the
error signal was sent to the short delay lines which were responsible for tracking the geometric delay caused by
the rotation of the Earth.
The last upgrade to the instrument included the installation of a simple spectrograph using a non-deviating
prism as dispersive element and a new readout mode for the infrared camera used for data acquisition. The
spectrograph and infrared camera were moved to the Palomar testbed interferometer after the decommissioning
of the IOTA interferometer in July 2006.
2. THE IOTA SPECTROGRAPH
Figure 1. The most recent design of the IOTA spectrograph used two direct–view prisms as dispersive elements. The the
six recombined pairs from the IONIC beam combiner are placed along the x-axis in this drawing, while the channels are
dispersed in the y-axis. The prisms could be easily interchanged in order to obtain either three or six chanelled spectra
on the PICNIC infrared camera.
A design for a low–resolution infrared spectrograph for the IOTA interferometer was ﬁrst discussed by
Ragland.17 The idea behind the design was to build a simple prism–based spectrograph and use the exist-
ing optics and electronics of the IONIC beam combiner in order to build a cost–eﬀective instrument. In this
conﬁguration it would be easy to switch from broad–band operation to chanelled–spectrum by simply interposing
the dispersive elements in the pre–existing optical train of the beam combiner. While the concept was retained
the ﬁnal design did not include a deviating prism but a direct–view prism as shown in Figure 1
First fringes were acquired with the spectrograph on the star Alp Lyr the night the 19th of April 2006.
Figure 4 shows seven dispersed IONIC channels in the vertical direction and three IONIC, subtracted in pairs,
outputs on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 2. The spot diagram for the low–dispersion front–viewing prism when an H–band ﬁlter is used. This conﬁguration
produced three spectral channels on the pixels of the PICNIC camera.
2.1 Optical Design
The optical ray-tracing of the IOTA spectrograph is shown in Figure 1. The four lenses represented in the
drawing were doublets and were part of the original IONIC design described elsewhere.18 The prism were built
in Infrasil–301 and CaF2 bonded with Norland 61 and anti-reﬂection coated on the two outer surfaces. The
spectrograph was designed to work from J–band to K–band. Due to the sudden closure of the IOTA facility we
only tested the H–band operation mode by using the wide–band ﬁlter present in the ﬁlter wheel of the PICNIC
infrared camera.
The six outputs of the IONIC beam combiner (left of Figure 1) were re–imaged on the pixels of the PICNIC
infrared camera using the two original IONIC doublets, represented in Figure 1. The non-deviating prisms were
simply mounted on a holder and placed in the middle of the optical train, between the doublets. The eﬀect of
placing a dispersive element in the optical train is simulated in the spot diagram of Figure 2 for the low-dispersion
prism and Figure 3 for the high dispersion prism.
The low dispersion prism delivered three channels, across H band while the high dispersion prisms delivered
six/seven channels across H band. The beam combiner and the optics of the spectrograph were at room tem-
perature while the ﬁlter–wheel and the detector were in the original cryostat, cooled down at LN2 temperature.
Minimum re–alignment and re–focusing of the optical channels on the detector were necessary when changing
the conﬁguration from low–to–high dispersion or from dispersed mode to wide–band mode.
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Figure 3. The spot diagram for the high–dispersion front–viewing prism when an H–band ﬁlter is used. This conﬁguration
produced six spectral channels on the pixels of the PICNIC camera.
2.2 Electronics and Software
The original design2 of the complex programmable logic for device (CPLD) used for the control of the PICNIC
camera was changed in order to allow the readout of 6× 6, 6× 3 and 6× 2 channels instead of the original six
non–dispersed IONIC outputs. The original digital circuit was limited in the number of pixels that could be
read at the same time. For this reason the digital circuit was re–designed to be completely programmable and
micro–instructions were developed to execute specialised micro–programmes capable of generating completely
programmable readout sequences for the PICNIC infrared camera.
New software was developed to deal with the new capabilities of the CPLD controller and in order to generate
the necessary microprogrammes encoding the read–out sequences “on–demand”. The real–time code was also
completely re–designed in order to accommodate the new readout modes: the high dispersion 6 × 6, the low
dispersion 6 × 3, and a 6 × 2 mode capable acquiring twelve channels from a polarisation–splitting Wollaston
prism. A backward–compatible six–pixel readout mode with no dispersion was also added for high–sensitivity,
broad–band measurements needed for faint sources. The control interface of the instrument, running on a Unix
workstation was re–designed to host the dispersed modes. The data pipeline developed for the IONIC beam
combiner was also modiﬁed in order to host the new observing modes. Figure 5 shows reduced and calibrated
visibilities from the modiﬁed pipeline for the star V Hya.
3. RECENT SCIENCE
We report here the observations of the cool–giant star V Hya and the symbiotic star CH Cyg. Part of these
observation were also the very ﬁrst data obtained from the IOTA spectrograph. The ﬁrst published results from
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Figure 4. The ﬁrst fringes obtained with the IOTA spectrograph on the star Alp Lyr in high–resolution conﬁguration, the
night of 19th April 2006. Seven spectral channels are shown in the vertical direction while fringes from each of the three
pairs of the IONIC combiner are shown in the horizontal axis.
the spectrograph, reported on a refereed publications, are from Lacour et al.15
The observations were performed in 2004 using both the IOTA interferometer and an aperture masked Keck-1
telescope. Observations were performed on both stars using narrow–band ﬁlters at H band. We also obtained
data in 2005 for CH Cyg. This data was acquired using a standard broadband H ﬁlter. Observations in 2006
were performed using the IOTA spectrograph for both stars.
Combining data from the IOTA interferometer and the Keck telescope with an aperture mask was successfully
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Figure 5. Visibility plots for six spectral channels obtained by the IOTA spectrograph for the star V Hya in 2006. Models
representing the star and the dust are superposed to the data points.
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achieved in a study of dust shells around evolved stars.6 In this paper we apply the same technique in order to
study the stellar and circumstellar environment of the stars V Hya and CH Cyg. We performed the observations
as outlined in previous IOTA publications.19,20 We typically recorded series of 200 scans alternating between
the science target and the calibrators. V Hya was observed together with several other targets which covered
most of the observing nights.
Aperture masking converts the primary mirror of a telescope into an interferometric array, allowing the
Fourier amplitudes and closure phases for a range of baselines to be recovered.21,22 For this work, we used a
non-redundant aluminium “Golay” mask placed in front of the Keck-I infrared secondary mirror.23,24
For the observations performed at the Keck–1 telescope the Near InfraRed–Camera25 was used in a fast
readout mode, adopting an integration time of 0.137 s per frame. The data recorded at 1.65 µm were probably
corrupted by highly-variable seeing and “wind shake”, which blurs the fringes during the integration time and
frustrates precise calibration. For this reason we azimuthally averaged the data–set from the Keck telescope.
The asymmetries that we detected in the source were, in fact of the same magnitude as the error introduced by
the wind shake and could be not reliably used to constrain large–scale asymmetries in the dust.
Several calibrators were employed as back-ups, to avoid unreported binary stars or sources subjected to time
variability. We also cross–calibrated each calibrator with all the others, in order to check the consistency of the
diameters with the literature and to verify night–to–night and across–the–night change in calibration.
3.1 The Cool Giant Star V Hya
V Hya is a high luminosity (104L) star classiﬁed as a normal N-type carbon star, its atmospheric C/O abun-
dance ratio being greater than unity. V Hya is placed on the infrared astronomical satellite (IRAS) colour–colour
diagram as an asymptotic giant branch (AGB) star. Over a period of 104-105years these stellar objects eject
about half of their mass in slowly expanding spherical winds. During a poorly understood and short-lived phase
(100/1000 years) they transform from spherically symmetric AGB stars into aspherical planetary nebulae (PN).
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Figure 6. Visibility plots comprising all data from 2004 (left) and 2006 (right). The 2004 data on the left–hand side of
the plots, with larger error bars is the aperture–masking data from Keck–1. Simple uniform disk plus a Gaussian disk
models representing the star and the dust are superposed to the data points.
V Hya is a variable star: its light curve has a main period of 529 days consistent with Mira classiﬁcation26
and an eclipse-like, secondary period of 6160 days. Knapp explains this secondary period as caused by extinction
from a detached binary companion enshrouded by a thick cloud of obscuring dust. Sahai27 reports high speed
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jets (˜100 km/s), which are normally inconsistent with low escape velocity of AGB stars but could be caused by
the accretion of matter on the undetected companion.
Emission line broadening in optical spectra have also been detected indicating that the star is a fast rotator.28
This is inconsistent with slow rotation in AGB stars, an explanation being that the external envelope of the AGB
star was spun up by the companion through tidal interaction. The line broadening could also be explained by
turbulence in the circumstellar medium.
Here we present a set of narrow-band interferometric observations performed in 2004 in the H–band region
of the infrared. The observations were performed with the IOTA-IONIC3 interferometer and the Keck telescope
ﬁtted with an aperture mask. Additional observations were obtained using the IOTA spectrograph in 2006.
Although the uv coverage of the Keck aperture–mask was extensive and isotropic the coverage of the IOTA
array was mostly concentrated in the North–West direction This did not allow us to use standard mapping
software to obtain a direct image of the star.
Table 1. Size of the star and size of the dust shell for V Hya.
Year Size Red-Giant (mas) Size Dust Flux ratio (RG/D) χ2
2004 11.3±0.1 25.5±0.7 3.1±0.2 1.5
2006 15.8±0.1 25.5 4.2±0.3 1.3
We resorted then to create a simple model comprising of a uniform–disk component for the star and a Gaussian
disk component for the dust. The result of our ﬁt is illustrated Figure 6. The most obvious result from the ﬁt is
that the size of the star increased from 11.3±0.1 in 2004 to 15.8±0.1 in 2006. The size of the dust can be derived
from the 2004 data–set, which included the low spatial frequencies from the aperture–masking experiment at the
Keck telescope. The size of the dust was 25.5±0.7 mas or 1.61±0.05 stellar radii. The data from 2006 did not
beneﬁt from measurements from the Keck telescope, therefore the size of the dust in the ﬁt is assumed to be the
same as in 2004. The simple uniform plus Gaussian disk model seems to poorly ﬁt our visibility data, indicating
that the star may not be symmetric. This is also evident from the closure phase signature which is not reported
here and will be part of a separate publication. The other result from this data–set is that the size of the star
decreases with wavelength, as it can be shown in Figure 6.
3.2 The Elusive Symbiotic Star CH Cyg
Symbiotic stars are objects presenting combination spectra with the high excitation lines of a hot ionised nebula
and the cool continuum absorption molecular features of a late-type star. Nowadays, symbiotic stars are under-
stood as interacting binaries of short period, from a few to 10 years. The separation can vary from a few AU
to slightly more than ten AU. The binary is usually composed of a cool giant star accreting a compact object,
either a white dwarf or a neutron star.
CH Cyg is one of the most studied of symbiotic variables, due to the high luminosity and complexity of
spectral and photometric behaviour. The star presents a composite spectra of a M6-7 giant star during quiescent
phase and hot component blue continuum from 6000 to 9000 K temperature and low excitation line spectrum
during the active phase.29 Webster30 classiﬁed the star as an S-type symbiotic with no hot dust, but long term
multi-wavelength photometry study of the star31 have shown that hot dust appeared in the system after the
1984 outburst. The dust was modeled as spherical shell of inner radius of 15 AU by Bogdanov32 through the
ﬁtting of spectral energy distribution (SED).
The inclinations of the orbits are unknown. The inclinations usually assumed in the literature are based
on the jet detected in radio33 which should be perpendicular to an accretion disk around the compact object.
Crocker34 warns that the jet cannot be used to determine the plane of the orbit because of its precessing nature.
The precession of the jet is somewhat correlated with the two-year orbit implying perturbation of the orbit of
the close pair. Also the assumption of the high inclination of the orbit35 may not hold if the eclipse is a grazing
eclipse.
Due to limited uv plane coverage for all the epochs of our data, in particular for the 2005 epoch, we could not
resort to direct imaging of the CH Cyg system. For this reason we used parametric modeling to derive the size
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Figure 7. Visibility plot comprising all data from 2004 to 2006. The data on the left–hand side of the plot, with large
error bars is the aperture–masking data from Keck–1. A simple uniform disk plus a Gaussian disk model representing
the star and the dust is superposed to the data points. From this plot it is quite obvious that the size of the star did not
change appreciably over three years.
of the star and the dust and the position and distance of the asymmetries detected in the closure-phase data.
For model ﬁtting we used publicly available least-squares minimisation routines∗.
A simple model composed of a uniform disk (UD) for the star and a Gaussian disk (GD) for the dust was ﬁrst
attempted in order to obtain the size of the star and the dust. For this model all the data from all epochs was
used since, by visual inspection, our visibility points superposed quite well, indicating that the size of the star did
not change appreciably outside the error bars of the data, neither with time nor wavelength nor position angle.
Figure 3 shows the result of the ﬁt. The data was smoothed using an azimuthal average due to the otherwise
very large number of data points present on the graph. For each bin we used the mean of the original data points
weighted by their errors. The error on each new data point was the standard deviation for the bin. The ﬁt was
performed on the original and non-smoothed data. No attempt was done to ﬁt the closure phase data at this
point. Table 2 shows the parameters that were obtained from the ﬁt. The value of 8.6±0.2 mas, for the diameter
of the red giant, agrees well within errors with the value obtained with infrared interferometry by Hofmann et
al.36 The errors were derived using bootstrap statistics on the data set. A marginally improved χ2 was obtained
by ﬁtting an elliptical dust distribution around the star. However the diﬀerence in χ2 was too small in order
to justify an asymmetric model for the dust in the near infrared. The parameters from the elliptical-dust model
are also listed in Table 2.
The size of the dust was found to be 17.1±0.2 mas or 2.0±0.1 stellar radii. The most interesting ﬁndings
∗A non-linear least squares curve ﬁtting (MPFIT), developed by Craig Markwardt.
http://cow.physics.wisc.edu/craigm/idl/
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Table 2. Size of the star and of the dust shell.
Size Red-Giant (mas) Size Dust Flux ratio (RG/D) P.A (o) Axis ratio dust (M/m) χ2
8.6±0.2 17.1±0.2 10.0±0.3 0.0 1.0 1.26
8.6±0.1 17.1±0.1 10.0±0.2 0.15±0.3 0.85±0.2 1.24
are about the asymmetries detected in the closure–phase signal in all the epochs of our data. This will not be
discussed in this paper and will be the subject of a separate publication.
4. CONCLUSIONS
The IOTA interferometer was one of the most productive interferometers in term of science and new technologies
in the history of optical and infrared interferometry. The sudden decommissioning of the instrument, the ﬁrst
of July 2006 virtually killed several on–going programmes of stellar astrophysics which could not be adapted
to other interferometric facilities due to incompatible baselines, lack of sensitivity and the lack of access to the
needed region of the sky. Eﬀorts spent on the development of new instruments were wasted since very little data
was acquired as a consequence of the IOTA shutdown.
We have reported here the development and ﬁrst observations of a low–resolution spectrograph coupled with
the IOTA-3T integrated-optics beam combiner. We have shown preliminary scientiﬁc results partly obtained
with the help of the spectrograph on the cool–giant star V Hya and the symbiotic star CH Cyg.
The star V Hya increased its angular diameter from 11.3±0.1 in 2004 to 15.8±0.1 in 2006. The size of the
dust was 25.5±0.7 mas or 1.61±0.05 stellar radii. The size of the star was found to decreases with wavelength
in the 2004 and 2006 data sets.
The star CH Cyg shows no change in angular diameter from 2004 to 2006. The value of 8.6±0.2 mas, for
the diameter of the red giant, agrees well within errors with the value obtained with infrared interferometry by
Hofmann et al.36 The size of the dust was found to be 17.1±0.2 mas or 2.0±0.1 stellar radii.
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